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Summary. 

To predict the development of a turbulent boundary layer 
along a flat plate with a sudden change in roughness we 

used a model, developed by Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell (1967). 

This model is extended with a transport equation for the dis
sipation lengthscale. It consists of four equations with 
second order closure relations. 

The model predicts the shearstress and velocity profiles, 

from which the wall shearstress, the ·displacement thickness 
and momentum loss thickness are deferred. 

In comparing the predictions of the model with measurements, 
significant differences are noticed. In particular the 
growth of the displacement thickness of the boundary layer 

is predicted to large directly behind the .change in roughness. 
A discussion of these differences is presented. 



A discussion of the Bradshaw's model for a turbulent 
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Summary of used symbols 

x Distance along the plate. 0 is either arbitrary, 

or the' point of the smooth to rough wall change 

x
0 

Starting point of the calculations 

y Height above the plate 
z Direction along thG plate at a right angle with 

the mean flow cfilrection 
eo Error in origin. Virtual displacement of the re

ference height of the rough plate. A positive eo 

means a lower plate. 
z

0 
Roughness length. Lergthscale in the loglaw • 

6 
995 

,.& Boundary layer thickness. The point where the mean 
velocity reaches 0.995 of the me.mi flow velocity. 

Thickness of the internal boundary layer -Displacement thickness:/~U0-U)/u0 dy • ... 2 
Momentum loss thickness/u. (U -U)/U dy , 0 0 

ilean velocity in the x-direction 
Mean velocity in they-direction. Unless otherwise 
noticed no overbar is used to denote averaging of 

the quantities. 
U 

0
, Uf Mean flow velocity at infinity 

U
00 

Mean flow velocity at inffnity at the starting point 

of the calculations 

u+ Shearstress velocity V'V: 
y+ Dimensio~less distance from the wall:y+= y.u+/v 

Y kinematic viscosity 
r shearstress multipl by density:'= uv 
-cw wall shearstress multipl by ~ensity 

H shapefact~r //I-

G dimensionless funtion for the turbulent Jilf~5ion 
L dissipation length scale 
Q dimensionless function for the length scale velocity 

v1 length scale velocity 
k von Karrnans constant 
rh roughness heigh~ 
e density of the flow 
p pressure 
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0 Introduction 

The purpose of this investigation is to test the utility of 

a particular model describing a turbulent boundary layer 

along a wall with a sudden change in roughness. The model 

used is a model developed by Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell 

(1967), referred to as the BFA-model hereafter. 

The problem of the behaviour of an abruptly disturbed flow 

along a plate has attracted and is still attracting much 

interest (see eg Wood 1980, Wood & Andreopoulis 1982, 
Townsend 1960 ). One reason is that this unsolved problem 

seems intriguingly simple, but detailed satisfactory solu

tions are as yet not available. Further the solution !12.s 

several practical applications. Consider for instance 
the process of wind erosion and the influence of the change 

from water to land surface in an atmospheric boundary 
layer. 
This investigation is a part of a larger survey done by 
the workunit of turbulent transport pheno~ena of the Eind

hoven University of Technology. It is a continuation of 
the work done by Schols ( 1978) and Douwes ( 1980). Both 
have contributed tc the implementation of the model on the 

computer. 
The main difference between their work and the work descri

bed in this report is the extra attention devoted to the 

effects of the approximations and assumptions made in the 

BFA-model. After Schols and Douwes showed that the model 

is reasonably succesful .. in predicting the features of 

the flow in this particular geometry, a number of questions 

and problems remained. Some of them are connected with the 
mathenatical and numerical formulation of the model: 
Vfuy are there some oscillations in the prdicted lengthscale 
profiles and why is such a strange form needed for the dimen
sionless function Q (Douwes 1980 p81)? These questions are 
dealt with in section · 1. 4. 

Other questions deal with the physics of the problem: what 
values does the model predict for the relaxation length of 

the flow after the disturbance ( section 3. 5). What is the 
detailed behaviour of the internal boundary layer (" s0c-

.ti1>n.' 4.2)? Is the change in the value of the von Karman con-



stant mentioned by Douwes ( 1980) real C section 4. 2)? 
These and other connected questions led ultimately to the need 

of a more thorough discussion of the model and its implemen-

tation. 
In this report the model is solely used to predict the 

turbulent flow along a flat plate, the surface of which 
changes after a certain distance from smooth to rough. 

Before the change in roughness the boundary layer is 
supposed to be in equilibrium with the smooth plate. 
The roughness which is simulated is the same roughness 
used by .Antonia & Luxton (1970) for their experiments. 
They used a k-type roughness of an aspect ratio of 4. As the 

name implies the velocity profile of the flow above the rough
ness scales on the roughness height. This is in contrast with 
the behaviour of the flow over a d-type roughness, where the 

width of the channel plays a role too. 
They measured the flow along a wall with a geometry as 
is depicted in figure 0.1. The pressure gradient in the 
main flow was very small or zero. The general situation 

in the computermodel is similar to their experimental 

conditions. 

3.~"'"' ,,. , ....... 
< )f JI 

lf-1 n n n 
5J71t>•l~I'/,,,. ~ ro"'"1J 'I/II' -x 

Figure 0.1 The geometry used. 

6 

To get a general impression of what the model predicts for the 
shear stress in the boundary layer the pictures 0.2 and 0.3 are 
here presented. They both represent the same shearstress distri
bution as calculated by the computer program. The jump in rough

ness occurs at x=3 m. The program predicts in the flow just af-



ter the jump in roughness a shearstress, which is twice 
as high as that in the equilibrium boundary layer. 

A view of the other drawings produced by the program 

is given in appendix A.1. 

1 



li'igure O. 2 Shear stress versus distance along the plate and 

height above it. Prediction of prograrn DBC, U = 5-.5 m/s, 
00 

dp/dx= 0.4 Pa/m, roughness height 3.13 mm. 

The jump in roughne~s occurs at x=3 m 
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Figure 0.3 Same surface as in figure 0.2, but 

viewed from a different angle. 



Chapter 1 The model 

1.1 T~e model and the equations 

The purpose of this research was to use a suitable model, 

which could predict the behaviour of a turbulent boundary 

layer 8.1.ong a flat plate with a sudden change of the roughness. 

There was somereason to expect that a small negative pressure 

gradient could influence this behaviour significantly, and so 
some attention is devoted to this influence. 

At an earlier stage of this research Schols (1978) and Dou
wes (1980) have used the BFA-model (Bradshaw, 1967). Both 
claimed reasonable results by using this model. Therefore the 
same model has been used during this part of the research. 

Bradshaw uses in his.model the following equations: 
(1.1.1) 

(1.1.2) 

( 1.1.3) 

D;c+ V,= 0 

~ +vty =LI, U~+ tj.. 
P v 1 li 
- ~ + - '1- -ru~ +'t".2 

( G"t')§f +!. = 0 
~ 2A 7 - T max , L. 

The first equation is the twodimensional continuity equation for 

an incompressible flow. The U,V, represent the mean quantities. 
The second equation is the two dimensional mean momentum equation 

for the x-direction. The viscosity and the term .=2.u2 are neglec-''l ted. The third equation is the essential model equation. It is 
derived 

(1.1.4) 

Using the 

med in to 
( 1.1.5) 

q=t(~ +vt+wi) 

following assumptions equation 1.1.4 can be transfor

a turbul~nt stress equation: 
qi= r/a. 

10 

( 1.1.6) r is the maximax 
(1.1.7) 

(1. 1. 8) 

mum of r for y/'tJ 

SU.bstitution into equation 1.1.4 gives the equation 1.1.3. In the 

original BFA-model G and L are given functions of y/J. 



Equation 1.1.8 is a consequence of the boundary layer 

approximation. There can be some doubt about the validity 
of this approximation near the jump in roughness. In 
appendix A.2 the influence of these terr.is is discussed. 

It seems possible to include the terms in some form without 

losing the hyperbolic nature of the model equations • 
.l. 

G scales on r~ax/U0 and 1 on 6. U
0 

is the mean flow velocity 
at the edge of the boundary layer. 

II 

It is possible to derive for L (and also for G) a. transportequa
tion.It is also used in the model (see section 2.3). 
The equation used is: 

(1.1.9) ~+VLr=-(V11),.+crt with 

C 1. 110) v1 = 1.~ j-e-11.y'.,. ,_.._t,__ 'j 
and Q is a given function of y ;J. 



1.l The roughness and the jump in roughness. 

The effect of the change in roughness is realized in the model 

by adapting the boundary condition at the wall. The precise 
eauations are given in section 2.2. No direct modellin~ is 

~ ~ 

done of the change in turbulence under the influence of 
the roughness or roughness change. Especially the G- and Q
function (eq 1.1.3 and 1.1.10) remain unchanged. 
The boundary conditions are not applied directly at the 
wall, but at the first meshpoint above it, where y-i:>40 and 
viscosity plays no role anymore. A typical value of the height 

y 1 of this meshpoint is about 4 mm. 
It seems unreasonable to expect that at this height the flow 

adjusts itself instantaneously to the new rough wall. With 
a height of the roughness elements of 3.1 mm the expeeted 

thickness of the transistion region between the internal layer 

and the undisturbed layer is at least 3 mm. According Antonia 
and Luxton (1971) the growth of the internal boundary layer is 
Gi= 0.138 x· 79, with 6i and x expressed in inches. At the 
height of 4 mm d6i/dx =.16, so the adaption of shearstress takes 
minimum of 3/.16= 20 mm. This is twice the distance between the 
roughness elements, so the influence of the individual rough
ness elements on the profiles at this height has probably dis
apeared somewhat. See figure 1.z.1 for a sketch of the situ

ation. 
In the program the gradual roughness adaption is realized by 
linearly increasing the constant C in equation z..2.3a over a 
distance of 30 mm from the smooth wall to the rough wall value. 

• • -
• :>I -

• 
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• - r . 
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1;3 The lengthscale equation. 

Instead of using the algebraic form for the lengthscale L 

suggested by Bradshaw (1967), a lengthscale equation can be 
added to the model. We used the transport equation for L, 
which was suggested originally by Bradshaw ( 197 3). 

;3 

There are two main reasons for adding such an equation.to the 
model. In view of the disturbances introduced into the flow by 

the sudden change in roughness of the wall it is unwise to state 

a priori that a lengthscale should only depend on the height 

above the plate. Deviations from its equilibrium form are ex

pected to occur directly behind the jump. In a sense we hope to 

account for history effects in the boundary layer. Secondly, as 

there is some experimental evidence (Antonia & Luxton 1971) for 
a change in Von Karman's constant k after the jump, we hope to 

get an indication of this effect by using such an equation. 

We introduce therefore the following lengthscale equation: 

( 3 1 ) J>L. d~.. .} ( ) - i 1. • - ;;;ca1. J.L T""' - ;:- LV1,1 - b .. u. u. 
l>t ''"}' g1 -'!! l. J 1 J 

v1 in this equation is a velocityscale depending on u.u. and 
l. J 

the co5rdinates x .• L~should be approximalely proportional 
1 1 1 #;/It 

+.6 .-Uf122=~,so the first righthand term of eq j.3.1 can be 
included in to the last one. In the two-dimensional case the e
quation is simplified to: 

.1.. 
(j.3.2) ULx+VLy=-(V1L)y+c~2 

To u.hderstand the nature-'of the veloci tY_ scal·e,V
1 

there are the 
following considerations.In an equilibrium boundary layer L 

is a function of y/d(x),defined as z. Application of a simila

ritytransformation z=y/1 and x=x and L=L/1,and assuming Lx=O 
. -gives a new equation for L 

• - .1..... • ~J 
(1.3.3~ (-Uoz~V+V1 )Lz=cr

2-1v1 ,z s:#o.,,,,?( 

Because both Udz and V+V1 are positive,the possebility exists 

that the coefficient of L is zero at a certain point, so a sin-z 
gularity can occur.The choice of v1 must be such that this cannot 
happen. 

Near the wall L=ky and so L=b: ... Thus equation 1. 3. 3 changes in to: 
• .l. 

(1.3.4) (-U.fz+V+V1 ).k=cC'2 -kzV1 ,z ~ 

d • c .l. 
rz(zV1 ) = U~z-V+kr-2 



Inteerating this, we get: 
'l_ 1 

(.1.3.5) v1 (z)=kc j'C"2 dy' =A(z) for small z 
y" 

In the outer region,where all the mean transport is done by 
turbulence, velocity V1 will be (Bradshaw I j 'f_i,, ) : 

1 

(4.3.6) v1 (z)=2a~(z) t"..,..uc.:.Max z- }"/;/J 
--· 

A simple choice for v1 in the enti~ boundary layer is: then: 
1 

(1.3.6) v1 (z)=A(z).Q(z)+2a!!cG(z) 

Q(z) is a function, whose value is 1 for z between 0 and 0.2, 
the inner region, and it tends to 0 for large z. 

~ 

It..; 

By taking a known U- and V-profile at a known boundary layer growth , 
i ,it is possible to obtain a Q(z),such that L(z) corresponds 

to the measurements (see eg Bradshaw 1 .'] 67 ) • 
• 

Figur 1.3.1 shows the term -uSz+V+V1 ford:ifirent choices for Q. 

It is obvious that Q has to be larger than 1 in the central . 
part of the boundarylayer, to prevent .-U6 z+ V+ v1 going through zero. 

or nearing zero.When this happens L(z) will show a pronounced 

peak ( fig:I .• 3. 2). 

The P:tysical meaning of Q>1 is not clear, but considering the 
ad hoc choice of v1 ,it is perhaps most reasonable to accept this as 
necessary behaviour of the Q-fu:ction to get a good prediction 
for L. 

The boundary condition at the outside of the boundary layer was 

11max=0 at Y=:,Y imax· Some oscillations occurred in the outer region 
in L.But i£ Lx=O is to be satisfied, the pde for L reduces to an 
. ode of first order and one boundarycondi tion has to be dropped. 

Taking as boundary condition (Li,mnx) x =.(Li, max) x -Dx 

the simi.la.ritycondition is almost satis:fiea and the oscillations 
disappear. 

The boundary condition near the wa.ful is L.i,min=k.yj,min" Directly 
after the jump in roughness this relation is not valid presumably. 

Douwes (11c10) implemented this boundary condition wrongly by not 

taking into account the shift in origin (eo in the computerprogram) 
after the roughnessjump. 

Figure 1.3.3 shows the resulting lengthscale profiles when the Q

function of figure 1.4.1c is used. It is this form which is used 

in the final version of the computer program. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 The implementation. 

In this section we will discuss the way in which the model 

equations are actually solved on the computer. In general a 

computer can only approximate tne values of the varables in 

the solution in a finite number of points of the continuous 

area over which the solution of the partial differential 

equations is needed. These are the socalled meshpoints. 

Because of the hyperbolic nature of the equations this par

ticular model is conveniently solved with a marching proce

dure in which the values of the variables (U,V,r and L) are 

calculated starting from a posistion upstream. Step by step, 
new meshpoints, lying on a line at right angles to the wall, 

are calculated. 

The equations are solved with the method of characteristics. 

Characteristics are lines along which discontinuities of the 

solution can maintain themselves. 
The characteristics in this case are curves in the xy-plane 

defined by the ODE: 

eq 2.1.1 dyd = (V+a~t G+V a 2rt +2a~
1 

)/U x max - max 

Along a characteristic K th~ variables U, and L are related 

according,to: 

eq 2. 1. 2 / Udu +/¥a (-ar!axG:;: 
Kl K /2 (-U U +~3 )dx = 0 

If. o ox I 

.I 2 l 2 v a r 2 G +2ar)dr + max 

With the implementation of the L-equation a third·. charac

teristic is added: 

eq 2.1.3 dy _ V+V
1 a:x - -u-

Along this characteristic K
3 

equation 2.1.4 is valid: 

eq 2.1.4 ~UdL +~(1~} -cri)dx = O 

l<3 K1 . 

Actually there is a fourth characteristic,which is implicitly 

used in the program.It is defined by .gy=O,so it is at 
right angles to. the wall.Along it equation 2.1.5 is valid: 



eq 2.1.5 ~-UdV +~VdU ~U0U0x+ry)dy = O 

K,, ~ Ktt 
W'nen U and ' are known along a profile, V is calculated 

simpli by the integration of equation 2.1.5. One need. 
however take care of the fact that this equation is not 

valid near the v·Jtll,say below y+=40. 

The calculation of a new profile point is done in the fol-
lowing steps: • 

(1) Calculation of the slope of the characteristics through 
the known (old) meshpoints • 

• • . .• ! • 

. ...... ·: --· ... -
911!"::: ·.: - • 

' -
• 

(2) Extrapolation of those characteristics to the new 
meshpoints. 

• • ------ .. --. ---:-...-::..::.., 
·; ----- - ---

• 

(3) Calculation of the characteristics through the new mesh
points by interP,olation. The interpolating procedure is 

explained i~ appendix A.3. 

-*- - - --• -_ ---= .... '>L--------:1- - -

!cf 

(4) Determination of the values of the variables in the inter

section points with the old profile line. 



~----- -
- '# • 

...»-_ - : -
~II' - - • 

(5) Solving the set of equations along the characteristics 

to determine the value of the variables in the new mesh

points. This procedure is repeated for every point in the 

new profile line, except the point at the wall and the· mesh

point next to it. For those points special boundary equations 

are applied, which are subject of paragraph 2.2. 

The integrations in equation 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 are approxima

ted by replacing the function to be integrated by a constant 

equal to the value of the function in the starting point of 

the integration, the only place where the value of that 

function is known. We have now a set of three linear equa

tions of the three unknowns U ,-r and L in each new meshpoin t. 

These can be solved simulianeously. 

This procedure can be followed by an iteration correction,in 

which the slope of the characteristics and the values of the 

functions are calculated from the mean between the values 

at the beginning and erid,of the integration-trajectory. 

The maximum step size in the x-direction which guarantees a 

stable solution,is determined by tneslope of the characte

ristics: 

eq 2.1.6 x-step maximum of abs(~ ).ystep 
= every meshpoin t xc}1ar 

every charact. 

This amounts to satiSf'ying the demand that an old profilepoint 

may not influence directly more than one meshpoint of the new 

profile;only the area between the characteristics is influen

ced by the ~9ints upstream. 



2.0 

One remark about the number of profile points is in order here. 

All profile points where the velocity U is lar'ger tha.~ .999 U
0 . .~· 2 . 

and the shear stress ~ 1s less than 10. U
0 

are dropped. In cal-
culating a new profile one meshpoint is tentatively added and 

at the end dropped if thEe conditions have been met. When the 

number of profile points exceeds a fixed maximum, this number 

is reduced by 2/3 by calculating~ the value of the variables 
in intermediate points using an interpolating procedure. 

This is also done when the first meshpoint is below y+=40, to 

avoid having meshpoints in the region where viscosity is im

portant. 
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2.2 The wallproblem. 

Because of the neglect of the viscositj: the natural no-slip boun

dary· conditions for U, V and rat the wall cannot be lposed. Actually 

the equations are not valid in the area where Y+=~-<40 and visco

sity is important. 
The following considerations are used to obtain enough equations 
to be able to calculate the value of U,V and r in the first mesh 

point and "°w· 
The shearstress near the wall can be approximated by: 
(2.2 •. 1) °&'= t; +«y 

From equation 1. 1. 2 it follows that ~~U., U.x. This guess can be im
proved upon by supposing a powerlaw distribution of the velocity 
profile near the wall: U=c(x).y- 1/n. 

With the use of eq 1.1.2 a.md 1.1.1 we get: 

( 2 • 2 • 2) a:" =-U0 U.,~ + ~:..,v) .;! U2 
( Y,) 

Because n will be approximaiely 4 or ~the factor..te:;_~, has a value of 
about O. 4 . 

Secondqy the law of the wall can be used.A small refinement is possi
ble using assumption 2. 2 •. 1 and;-= {/t: 
( 2. 2. 3a) U=sf'cln(Y~+2/lf!'f.- 1-2+21n(~ )+C) 

;( y "" 'Ir~ -1- I 
r;.., 

C is an experimentally determined integrationconstmt. 
For the rough wall a digferent equation is userl: 

ft 
(2.2.3b) U=-f-ln[ with z0=k~exp(k(D-C)) 
z is experimentally determined. With our geometry of roughness 

0 
~is ~he roughness height and D= 1.8 • 
This amounts to adapting the inte~~at:ion_constant and neglecting the 
shearstressgradient in the law of the wall. 

The third and last equation can only be stated in terms of the 

solution method of the model equations. Equation 1.2.1, the equa
tion along the down going characteristic is still valid in the first 
meshpoint, because it comes from the region where viscosity is unim
portant. And so we use it and approximate it by: 

eq 2~2.4- u .(u . ...,.u(y1} + naum.(7:.-t:(y1))+ m i ~ i 
t:'m 

( U U J"°i2 .• "(_.,, \ . 0 
- o ox+k y 1 • :rn-cep = • m 



u. and~. are the value of the velocity and shearstress at 
1 1 

the intersection of the ::JJ.2,racteristic with the old profile. 

They are found by interpolation between the first and se

_cond meshpoint of the old profile. 

The wallproblem consistsof a set of three nonlinear equa

tions with three unknows: U(y 1), -C (y 1) and o< .Equation 1. 2. 2, 
~hich is used to calculate -C_ , can be eliminated. 

. 'ti 

The three equations are solved with Newton's method.Next the 

now known U(y 1) ,r(y 1) and -Cw are used to calculate again 
the slope of the characteristic mentioned above.A new approxi
mat~on of equation 1.2.1 is so obtained, and V(y 1) can also 
be calculated (see paragraph 2.3).After a few iterations ac

curate values of U(y 1), -r(y 1) ,«, 'w and V(y 1) are obtained. 
Directly after the jump this method doesn't converge; the 

calculation of V(y 1) gives a negative value,so the slope 

of the characteristic becomes positive.The problem is eva-

ded by putting V(y 1) artificially to zero in the first step 
after the change in roughness if necessary. 
Wood (1980) calculated U(y 1), r(y 1) and c:-w in the same way. 
In appendix A.4 a different set of equations is proposed which 
has certain advantages above this set. All the results pre

sented in this report are however made with the wallproblem as 

described in this chapter. The new set gives no major changes. 
-- ---- - --~-----

Unfortunately the validity of the equations is questionable in the 
area directly behind the jump.A critical and detailed analysis of 
the flow in that region is desirable.It is expected however that 

the flow in the wallregion and in the logarithmic region adapts it

self very quickly to the new boundary conditions, at least much 

faster than the outer region.The normal boundary conditions can 
probably not imposed ~)?tween 0 and 1J distance after the jump. 
Because of the hyperbolic nature of the modelequations it is 

not guaranteed that an error introduced e~t those points fades 
awa;[ after a certain distance. 

A problem is also that by using these complex boundarJ condi
tions the equations are not strictly hyperbolic.To apply equa

tion 1.2.3 and to calculate;;u2(Yi) the next profile is needed. 
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2.3 Approximations used. 

Two types of approximations are involved in the final computer 

prograti. The first set consists of those embodied by ,the physi
cal model used to derive the governing equations. The second 
set corresponds to computational approximations like the neglect 

of the curvature of the characteristics and the interpola-

tion between the meshpoints. Another simplification and approxi
mation is the replacement of the intergration alon~ the 

characteristic by a finite difference formulae.These approxi
mations are inhe~ent to the method used. Bradshaw (1967) 
claims that the method is stable,provided that the shear-
stress is always positive and the velocity ia always 3maller 

than the meanstreamvelocity U
0 

,and the stepsize satisfies 
the condition of equation 2.2.6. 

A different kind of approximation is used in calculating V(y. ). 
, 1 

Between V(yi) and V(yi+ 1) the following appr~ximaffie.relation 
exists: 

eq 2.J.1 
/

yi+1)y JU 
(-u~y Y.,y)dy = U

0
U (y. 1-y.) + t:'· 1-t: ::iii 

iV' , OX 1+ 1 1+ 1 
Yi 

-u. (v. 1-v. )+v. (u: 
1
-u.) = -u. v. 

1
+v. u. 

1 1 1+ 1 1 1+ 1 1 1+ 1 1+ 

To calculate V(y 1), the 

From V(O)=O and U +V =0 x y 

Y.: 1 Ju 
e q 2 • 3. 2 V 1 = 1- -::;--dy = 

0 v y 

f9llowi1J.g method is used: 

and u+=f(y+) follows 

.1.Tr 1 d r: ...., .1.U ( 1 _ "' .. Id) y, 
- 2 u 1 • t: w. axw. y 1 -v z 1 • "?:'"' • -:x:-s .... t'.e-p 

The third condition, u+=f(y+), is however not satisfied direct

ly behind tne cn~ge in roughness. 
Anot4er approximation is the fact that the dimensionless func

tions G and Q are treated as given constants. Because they sea? 
le on b ,a change of 6 influences directly the value of G and Q 
in the other parts of the boundary layer. The equations of the 
characteristics and the equations along them depend on G and Q, 

consequentely the area of influence of a point is also influ
enced by changes outside that area, which is in conflict with 
the assumed hyperbolic nature of the equations. (5ee. (ij 2.V) 
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Figure 2.3.1 The area of influence depends on d. 

i l 
G scales also on r 2 (that is the maximum ofz:2 in the max 
area y;> tJ), so these considerations are a second time applica-

ble to G • .An unexpected increase of turbulent diffusion will 

occur when the internal boundary layer after a sudden smooth

rough jump reaches the heiRht of ti. This could be remedied 
i a-i 

by replacing riax by e.g.Jt:2 (y)/i dy. 
() 



2.4 The interpolations. 

In the procedure WALL, which solves the w.sJ.l problem, and 

in calculating the new profile, an interpolationprocedure 
is needed to interpolate between values in the previous meshpoints. 

Especially near the wal.l problems arise because of the 
steep velocity gradient. 

Several ways of inter=}olating can be used: linear interpolation, 
quadratic ffinterpolation and spline-interpolation. In the case 
of the velocity profile we can also use a linear interpolation 
of the logarithmic profile,using the fact that near the wall 
the velocity distribution assumes the form of U = Aln(y)+B • 
The use of the right interpolation procedure is important for 
obtaL.ing a uniformly convergent solution. In the shear stress 
profile always occurred a small step between r(y 1) and r(y2). 
The size of this step de::,ends also on the interpolation used 
and on the di stanc·e between the meshpoin ts. Heduction of the 
stepsize in the x-direction from maximum xstep to .8 maximum 
xstep improved the situation. However a further reduction to 

.5 maximum xstep made .the step larger, possibly as a result of 
an inaccurate interpolation. With these size of xstep the cha

racteristics of the new profile point near the wall intersect 

the old profile line exactly between two meshpoints and the 
errors made by interpolating will be maximal. 

The smallest step in the shear stress profile occurred' with 

a quadratic interpolation of the old profiles. In case this 
leads to negative values (directly behind the jump) this in
terpolation is replaced. by a linear one. The step size in the 
x-direction is chosen .8 times the maximum allowable step
size. See for some results figure 2.4.1, and 2.4.2. The dif

ferent interpolating formulas are shown in table 2.4.1 

Table 2.4.1 Interpolating formulas. 

linear f(x
0
+dx)=f(x

0
)+dx.(f(x+ 1)-f(x_ 1))/(2Ax) 

quadratic f(x
0
+dx)=f(x0 )+dx

2
(f(x+ 1)-f(x_ 1))/(2Ax)+ 

2 dx .(f(x+ 1)-2f(x
0

)+f(x_ 1))/(2Ax ) 

logarithmic f(xn+dx)= ln((xn+dx)/xn).f(xn)+ln(xn+ 1/(xn+dx).f(xn+ 1) 

ln( ( 1+n)/n) 
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2.5 The improvements of the model. 

Compared with the state in which the program was left 
by Douwes (1980) nt1merous small changes have been made. 
Th e main change:a are: 

- The calculation of G,Gy and v1 and 
Special attention has been devoted 
as smooth as possible. 

vl has been imp.roved. ,y 
to making those functions 

- The Q-function is improved. The form of the function was adap
ted (see paragraph 1.3) 

- An error in the logarithmic interpolation formule is removed. 
- The program has been cleaned up. Especially the output state-

ments are separated strictly from the other statements, 
which has clarified the ~~ogram significantly. 

- The output is improved. The data are presented more clearly. 
- At several times the commands for the drawings were adapted. 

- The program is changed to accommodate for longer distances 

along the wall. 
All the changes have led to a program which is, I believe, 

easier to comprehend and hence easier to adapt to one's own 

wishes. 
The improvements can be seen by comparing the lengthscale 
profiles before and after the changes in figure 2.5.1. 
In the important quantities as J°(x) and Cf(x) are however 
only minor differences (a few percent). 
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Chapter 3 Results. 

3.0 Preview. 

In this chapter we will discuss the results of the mod~l . 

Vib.An ap~:.:.ad to :r;b.e .. flow. vvi th a smooth to rough wall transition 
under the circumstances as relevant to the experiments in the 

windtunnel of our workunit. 
The results presented in section 3.1 and 3.2 are obtained 

with a smooth wall only (no transition). In those paragraphs 

we study the influence of different starting conditions and 

pressure gradients respectively. They also show that the main 

conclusions are not affected by differences in starting condi

tions and pressure gradient. 
The other sections deal with the influence of smooth to rough 
transition of the wall on the flow. We are especially interested 
iu w!J.ich way the flow reaches a new equilibrium above the 
rough wall. 
The results are however clouded by two factors: 
(1) The calculated.boundary layer growth, directly behind the 

jump, }x ~"' does not agree with the measurementso 
(2) The application of the boundary conditions in this form 

(paragraph 2.2) are highly suspect directly behind the 

jump. Townsend (1976 p 139) argues that a logarithmie re
gion does not exist when the variation of shearstress across 

a region is large compared with the wall shearstress. 

It is not certain whether (1) is caused by (2); no positive 

evidence is available. 

An error introduced in the momsntum loss thickness .flin the 

region directly after the jump fades away very slowly if ever. 

(See appendix A. 7). One should therefore be careful .. in inter

preting the results. The reasons for still presenting them are 

twofold: 

(1) Even when in error, some useful. predictions can be made. 

(2) To find a cure, one should know what is exactl.Y wrong. 



3.1 The influence of different starting conditions. 

To t~st" .the sensiti vi.ty · of. the program to differences in 

starting conditions it was started a few times with improba
ble. starting conditions. Even when started with a Gtraight 
line as shearstress profile an equilibrium profile is reached 
after 1.5 m (about 100 steps or 100.J). The form of this equi
librium profile does not depend on the starting conditions. 
?or the normal calculations the program is started with :those 
'own' equilibrium profiles to minimize transient phenomena at 

the start of the run.(See figure 3.1.1 and J.1.2) 
It was however not possible merely to copy the final equili

brium profiles from the end of a run, because the exact sha-

pe of an equilibrium profile depends on the wall shearstress 
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and hence on the distance along the plate. So still small irre

gularities at the start of a rµn in the curve of the wall shear

stress and boundary leyer thickness occur. · 

For more information see also appendix A.5. 
The final velocity and shearstress profiles Qeviate from tho

se mentioned in the literature (Klebanov 1954 , 
Coles 1956), so it was not possible to use those as starting 

conditions. These deviations can be the result of the appro
ximations used in the model and the shape of the dimension-
less functions G and Q; on the other hand the possibility exists 
that the measured profiles where determined at a very small 
pressure gradient (see sectjon 3.3), which could cause dif
ferences from the profiles of the program, which are calcula
ted with a pressure gradient exactly zero. 

The G-function itself is taken without any alterations from 

Bradshaw (1967) and the Q-fWlction is chosen such that the 
lengthscale profile, calculated by the program, reproduces 
the profile proposed by Bradshaw. 
Because the program is insensitive to a cha.n5e in scale of 

the G- or L-function (Douwes 1980), no effort is devoted to 
optimizing those functions. Moreover the uncertainty of the 

pressure gradient and other parameters in the experimental re

sults indicated that such an effort would not lead to signifi

cant results. 
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3. 2 The influence of ;)ressure gradient 

-The windtunnel,used in the experiments of the worku.nit, has 
a fixed cross-section over the entire length. Because of the 
slowly growing displacement thickness of the boundary layers 

at the walls the incompressible continuity equation makes the 

mean velocity of the free flow, U
0

,continuously increase along the 
tunnel. 

With the use of Bernouilli's law: 

2 eq 3. 2.1 p+~ U
0 

= constant along a streamline 

we can show that a small negative pressure gradient is pre

sent in the tunnel. This gradient maintains the flow against 

the friction at the walls. 

Both the pressure p and the mean flow velocity U
0 

are measu~ed. 

Bc+,h measurements indicate a global pressure gradient of 

0.5 Pa/m. Locally different values of this gradient are possible, 

especially at the change in roughness of the wall (see figure 

3.2.1). 

With a larger mean flow velocity the influence ·of a pressure 

gradient is less. On dimensional grounds the influence of a 
pressure gradient decreases with the third power of the mea.1 
flow velocity ( ..g:g/(v u3) is dimensionless). At U =14 m/s a 

u.X 0 , 0 

pressure gradient of 8 Pa/m, which can be accurately measured, 
would have the same influence on the velocity profile as a 

pressure gradient of 0.6 Pa/m at 5.5 m/s. 

In figure 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 the equilibrium velocity defect and 

shearstress profiles calculated with different pressure gradients 

are shown. It iL seen that with a small favourable pressure gra

dient the correspondence to the profiles, which are measured, 

becomes closer. To obtain data corresponding to the measure
ments of our workunit it was decided to run the program with 

a pressure gradient of~= -0.4 Pa/m. 
Even then some significant differences in the shape of the cal
culated profiles and the measured ones remain. Notably the velo
city profile is much too straight in the outer layer. Also the be
haviour of the shearstress profile near the wall is suspect. Part
ly this can be attributed to the difficulties associated with the 
problem of applying the right boundary conditions. 
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3.3 The jump in roughness. 

There are several factors which determine the behaviour 
of the boundary layer after a sudden change in roughness of 

the wall. 
First the shape of the roughness itself is of importance. 

In the case 6tudied here the roughness consists of ribs of 

a square crossection, at a ri,ht angle with the mean stream. 

The flat top is at the same height as the surface of the smooth 

plate before the jump. The dimensions of the ribs are 3.2 x 
2 3. 2 mm , the space between two of them is 9. 5 mm. (See fig 0. 1) 

The same roughness is also used by .Antonia & Luxton (1971) in 
• 

their measurements. 
Above the rough plate in an equilibrium boundary layer exists 
a : regi,Qn j,_n w:tJ.i ch the velo-ci ty _~profile has .a loga- ~ 

ri thmic shape: 

eq 3.3.1 ¥-
with z

0 
= k .exp(k.D-k.C) 

According to .Antonia&Luxton k.-. = 3. 2 and D = 1. 8 • And k and C 
have the generally accepted values of • 4 1 and 5. 5 re.specti vely. 
On the smooth plate z

0 
is determined by the viscous length: 

eq 3.3.2 z
0 

= ~t.exp(-k.C) 
C"w 

With tl:i s jump 

quantity M f6r 

in roughness one obtains for the often usea 

the size of the jump: 

eq 3.3.3 
z b f .1.. k*u 

n1 = ln o e ore 1 ((1 f)2 . ) k D 
11 = n :zC •-)I 0 .. • ' 

zo af'ter 

With a mean stream velocity U
0 

of 5.5 m/s M becomes-4.5. 

T~:e geometry used affects a change in effective heignt of 

the plate. The point of zero mean velocity lies sli,htly be

low the crests of the roughness eJements. ;..ntonia & Luxton 

obtained for this 'error i~ origin' ea the value of .7k• 
There is some evidence for a dependence of eo on the distan
ce from the jump. This is more or less the case for all 'con
stants' however. No significant change in results was observed 

in the computerprogram by introducing such an ea. 
An important factor also is the ratio between the roughness

height rh and the boundary layer thickness 1995 at the jump. 

In the situation for which the model is used: rh/J995 = .05 



with U 
0 
= 5. 5 m/ s 

The presence of a pressure gradient can influence the bounda!"J 

layer too. In the wind tunnel it is possible that variations 

in pressur'e.gradient occur depending on the distance from the 
jump through interaction of the boundary layer with the mean 

flow. 
Figure 3.3.1 shows the results of the program for the predic

tion of the displacement thickness t"with several values of 
pressure gradient. They can be compared with the measurements, 

mad2 in our workuni t (fig 3. 3. 2). 

At this point it is important to recall that measurements 
have shown that a pressure gradient of about i Pa/m exists 
in the windtunnel with this mean stream velocity. 
The boundary layer growth on the flat plate is correctly 

predicted when a pressure gradient of • 6::t • 2 Pa/m is intro

duced. This agrees well with the gradient calculated from the 

measuremeniEbf the mean stream velocity (fig 3.2.1), although 

these do.not exclude local deviations from this value. 
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The large growth of the displacement thickness is very striking 

in figure 3.3.1. This feature is however not supported by 

the measurements. This makes the results of the program un

reliable, not only directly behind the jump in roughness, 

but even at further distances. 
Near the jump in roughness the measurements show a kink in 

"' the curve of J (x). Some ca"c:.tion should be present interpre-
~ing the measurements near the jump, because of experimental 
difficulties. When the kink is real, however, this could be 
attributed to a change in pressure gradient near the jump and 

a recov~ry directly after it. No clear measurements of the 

pressure gradient could be made and it was impossible to 

mimic this behaviour with the program by adjusting the pres

sur gradient after the jump. 
The comparision of the pmiiction of the momentum loss thick
ness f with the measurements shows similar, but less clear 
results (fig 3.3.2.J. 
The van Karman-equation is valid in the boundary layer approxi
mation. This equation gives a relation between /', z9, the pres
sura~gradien t and the frictioncoefficient cf: 



eq 3.3.4 

In the program the deviation between the calculated ~rowth of 
momentum loss thickness and the growth predicted by equation 

3.3.4 is about 5% in an equilibrium boundary layer. Directly 

behind the jump the error is much larger, up to 300%. This lar

ge deviation maintains itself only over a small dist2.nce and it 

can be shown that it has little effect on the value of J after 

a few meters,by calculating an alternative momentum loss thick

ness with Von Karrr.ian' s equation· and· H and Cf given by the pro

gram. 
Because the model equations are boundary layer approximations 
the resulting velocity and shearstress profiles should obey 
the Von Karman equation • .Any deviation is caused by rounding 
errors and the incorrect calculation of wall shearstress in the 
boundary equations. This could be remedied by using the Von Kar

man equation as one of the boundary equations. 
Coupled to the large boundary layer growth the program also 
predicts a peak in frictioncoefficient (fig 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). 
The measurements show a less pronounced peak, but cf is de

termined with the help of the velocity profile of the loga

rithmic region, so this is not necessarily in contradiction 

with the prediction. The calculated Cf from the log region 

in the model is obtained from a leastsquares fit between three 

to four points. When those points do not fit approximately a 

logarithmic profile a large error can occur. This is the situ

ation directly begind the jump. Moreover because of problems 

with the boundary conditions the first profile point will pre

sumably never exactly match the other points. 
The correspondence between the prediction 

and'the measurements more than tm after the jump is reasona
ble, considering the difference in boundary layer thickness 
and the existence of an internal boundary layer. 
A possible cause of the problems is the neglect of~ and~ Jr x x 
terms in the shear stress equation and the ;rx, term in the 
mean momentum equation. Introduction of those terms could 
perhaps remove the coupling between the large boundary layer 
growth and the peak in cf. 



A second reason could be the inapplicability of the boundary 

condition directly behind the jump. In particular the exis-
tence of a logarithmic profile there is dubious.(Townsend 1976 p 139) 

The equivalent roughness he:ight rh and the connected constant D 

need not 

tained from 

Townsend (p 
a change in 

. have those values, which are experimentally ob

measurements of equilibrium boundary layers. 

140) argues that z will always change slighlty with 
0 

wall friction. 
One, rather ad hoc solution is the introduction of a gradual 

increasing roughness, which could presumably suppress the 

peak in cf and the connected displacement thickness growth. 

To obtain some significant influence one should however use a 

very gradual change, more than a few times the distance be
tween the roughness elements, that the method becomes un
acceptable, (fig 3.3.7). 

Figure 3.3.7 shows the detailed behaviour of Cf near the jump 
in roughness. To obtain sufficient resolution the stepsize in 

the x-direction has to be decreased. The curves show that even 
with a different stepsize approximately the same Cf is reached 

after 80 mm •. This indicates. also that the program behaves correc.:5-

ly and that the observed peak is real and not due to some insta

bility of the calculation method as result of the sudden change 

in boundary conditions. 

The way in which the roughness is increased is also indicated 

in this figure. It is done by multiplying the roughness with am 

appropiate factor (rhmult) between 0 and 1. When the stepsize 
in x-direction is not decreased after the jump the program can 

not feel the influence of the smoothly increasing roughness, be

cause the first step above the rough wall will still have the 
size of a normal step above the smooth wall (about 80 mm, also 
depending on the number of profile points). 
Figure 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 are the predictions of the velocity de
fect and normalized shearstress profiles. Even at xstation x=+1.5m 
(Y),x/6

0
=20, significant differences with the final profiles are 

detectable. · 
The seemingly smaller thickness of the shearstress layer on the 

rough plate (fig 3.3.7; curves* andx) is caused by the scaling 



on£~. The same effect is seen in experimantally determined 
profiles. The behaviour of the shearstress profiles measured 
by Antonia & Luxton (1970) is in this respect the same. 
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Legenda figures 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 
~ 

Symbol x(m) U
0 

(m/s) b"(mm) C x10·) 
f ReJ 

""*.. -2.000 5.500 8.0 3.50 2120 
I! -1. 500 5.515 9.3 3.56 2410 
GI -1. 000 5. 5 30 10.4 3. 39 2700 
A -0. 100 5.557 12.2 3. 19 3190 
-t' +0.010 5.560 13. 1 4.42 3320 

x +O. 110 5.564 14.4 17. 56 2900 

~ +0.250 5.568 17. 2 13.91 3330 

.. +0.500 5.575 20.5 11.34 3880 

~ +0.750 5.583 23.2 9.95 4380 

2 + 1. 000 5.590 25.5 9. 30 48'30 
'( + 1. 500 5.605 29.1 8.49 5600 
):( +2. 500 5. 635 34.9 7.79 6990 

.. +3.900 5.676 41.6 7.55 8790 

2C +4.500 5.694 54.0 ?.54 9461 

Change from smooth to rough plate at x=O m 
Roughness height rh= 3. 1 nun 

dp/dx = • 4 Pa/m 

• 
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3.4 Growth of the internal boundary layer. 

The friction of the wall, which slows the velocity of the flow 
over it, is larger.for a rough plate than for a smooth one; 

in this case by about a factor three. After a change from 
smooth to rough only the part nearest to the wall of the boun

dary layer will be influenced. Further downstream the influen

ce of the rough wall will penetrate deeper into the boundary 

layer. The part influenced by the rough wall is called the in

ternal boundary layer. In this paragraph we will discuss and 

compare the methods by which the growth of this layer can be 

determined. 
The flow in the internal boundary layer can presumably be charac-

terized by a lower mean velocity in the x-direction and a 

higher intensity of turbulence and turbulent shear stress. 

It is not clear whether the structure of turbulence is chan-

ged quali tati vily by the presence of a rough wall. In the model 

the change in roughness affects only the boundarJ conditions. 

In particular the dimensionless functions G and Q remain un

changed. 
An interesting fact to know is the position of the edge of 

the internal boundary layer as~a function of the distance 

from the jump. :I'he main problem is to devise a clear and ac
curate way to define the position of the edge. 
There are several alternatives: 
1 l\Tethod of Bradshaw. Because of the hyperbolic nature of 

the set of model equations the characteristics can be used 
to point out the part of flow.which is influenced by the 

rough wall. The borger between the both areas is the charac
teristic starting at the wall at the change in roughness 
(fig J.4.3). The main disadvantage of this method is that 

there is no compelling reason for the physical internal 
boundary layer to grow as fast as this mathematical argu

ment suggests. It gives however an upper bound. (Fi~ 3.4.1) 

2 Method of Antonia & Luxton. It appears from the experi-
.1. 

mental results that by plotting U(y) versus y 2 one ob-

tains an indication of the position of the internal boun
dary layer. In the presence of an internal layer this 

profile consisi:s of two more or less straigt lines. ( Anto

nia & Luxton 1971 ) The intersection point of those lines 



£. ""e ,.~,/. ;.! 
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Fig 3. 4. 1 Difference between mathematical and physical 

definitions of ~ . 
J_ 

defines the edge of the internal layer. This method is 

however difficult to apply in the case of the computer gene

rated profiles (fig 3.4.2). These profiles contain two kinks. 

The lower kink is absent in the profiles of the measurements. 

The kinks coincide with the peaks in the~- and ~r -profiles 
t)~ "::t 

(fig 3.4.4 and 3.4.6). 
3 Method of Douwes. Douwes (1980) describes a method in 

which the slope of the upgoing characteristic is used 
as an indication of the position of the ed[G. He doesn't 

describe it ve-ry clearly and it is difficult to estimate 
the accuracy of his method. It would be prudent to accept 
the results only after checking against other methods. 

4 A new way to determine the position of the internal 
layer is obtained by considering the x-derivatives of 
some variables like U and t:. Two consecutive profiles 
will differ mainly there where the edge of the internal 
bounda-ry layer is. The resul+,s of implementing this me

thod is shown in figure 3.4.4, 5 and 6.They indicate how 
the edge of the internal layer Ji moves towards the edge 

of the bounda-ry layer d995 • In the outer region the dif

ference between the two layers disappears gradually. , 
. Remarkable also is the second maxi-

-
miun in the U~ and ~-profiles. This peak dissipates slower 

than the first one. It is not clear whether this is a real 

phenomena pccurring in practice or just the model effect. 

50 



Figure 3.4.5 is added to see whether the disturbance. in the 

profiles in the beginning, due to the choice of incorrect i:.:i
tial profiles, has died out at ±he jump ·in roughness. A small 

deviation from the equilibrium profile, which is taken to be 

the profile at x=10 m, remains. In the light of the large dis

turbance generated by the jump in roughness, it is not expected 
to cause any trouble or to affect the growth of the internal 
layer significantly. 

I.11. figure 3. 4. 7 the differences in Ji using the different 
methods are compared. Douwes claims a predicted growth of 
Ji oi::cf.= A.x· 82 .No estimation of the error in the exponent 

l 

is given. 

Aside from minor differences at the end, no significant dif
ferences between the several methods can be discerned. One 
chould therefore use the method most easily im~lemented. 

Method 1 indicates (fig 3.4.2) for the first meter a Ji which 
grows like. A.xB with A=0.052±0.002 and B=0.70±0.02, both x 
and Ji are expressed in m. This means a lower growthrate 
for the internal layer as :-:'er the normal boundary layer, 
which grows like x0•8 • 
By the use of the method of Bradshaw the following remark 
can be made: Near the wall one obtains G=O and Q=1 and 
the equations of the characteristics become simple: 

dy v+V2'e? .v v + • 55rJ eq 3. 4. 1 rx = u = --=u,.,,.....;;;----. 

And the equation belonging to the characteristic of the 

1-equation becomes: t 
" r A , 

e q 3 • 4 • 2 ¥x v +lf J'N N 

' 
v + .11~2 

u 

The slope of this second characteristic will be gensrally 

less than the slope of the first one. Introducing the 

1-equation into the model does.not alter the growth of the 

internal layer directly. 
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3.5 Relaxationlengths. 

The idea that if an equilibrium boundary layer is disturbed 

, by a sudden change in roughness of the wall,it reaches 

soon thereafter a new equilibrium, leads naturally to the 
concept of a relaxation length. 

There are basically two ways to determine such a relaxation 
length: 

1 Devise a function with a clear lengthscale, like y : 

exp(~/l), and try to fit this function in some way with 
the data obtained from the flow encountering the rough
ness change. 

2 Compare the data from the flow encountering the roughness 

~hange with those of a flow along a continuous rough sur
face. Define the relaxation length as the distance between 
the point at which the roughness changes and the point where 

the difference between the values of the 'smooth/rough case' 
and the 'rough only case' is less than, say, 10/0. 

The advantage of the first method is that only the data 

of the 'smooth/rough case' are needed. The disadvantage is 

that the resulting lengths are stro.rgly dependent on.the 

fit-function used. When the wrong type of formula is cho-

sen for this function, the results are also very dependent 
on the position of the fitted points in the curve. Table 

3.5.1 gives the results of this method applied to the data 

of the computer program. Between brackets are the distances 
nondimensionalized with 6

995
(0). The table seems to indicate 

that the adaptation of shearstress takes longer than that 
of the velocity. However due to the different shape of the 
curves of eg H(x) and Cf(x) it can be that this mathemati-
cal procedure gives different results where intuitivily one 
would estimate the same lengthscale. Hence comparision of the 

numbers vertically can lead to no conclusive results. When we 
compare the calculated relaxation lengths horizontally with 

each other in the table, we see that difference due to choosing 

the points with 'Nhich we fit the function at different distan

ces from the jump (I and II), are at least as large as the dif

ferences due to a change in circumstances: doubling the mean 
stream velocity (III) or doubling the roughness height (IV). 

This indicates that the chosen formula of the fit function is 

inadequate. After considering all the disadvantages this method 



seems to have not ~uch value. 
In figure 3.5.2 the development of the displacement thickness t" 
in an undisturbed roucll wall layer is compared with the develop

ment of it in the layer with the jump in roughness. Both are 

calculated with the model. We see a good correspondence between 
the boundary layer growth of both layers after some distance. 
The origin of one layer is shifted relative to the other to 
get both curves on top of each other. 

Figure 3. 5. 3 and 3. 5. ~- show a more detailed pi ::ture of the 
situation near the jump. By comparing the two situations an es
timate of the relaxationlength can be made, as is shown in the 

figures: 
from ~~(x): l/d

0
= 7.6 and 

from Cf(x) l/~0=17.6 
Because of the diferent procedure used, these lengths cannot 

be compared directly with those of table 3.5.1. 

a disairantage of the second method is also that it is not 
a priori clear with which situation the data of the 'smooth/ 
rough case' exactly need to be compared. Should the origin be 
shifted such that for a large distance x the displacement 

thickness or t9, ~~the friction coefficient cf or the deri
vatives of them are equal? The problem is not as serious 
as it seems, because in an equilibrium boundary layer there 

exists a relation between those quantities and when one of 

them is the same in both cases, one can expect that the other 

quantities are almost equal too. A related problem is that 

. 
!If ~ 
:$,11/l 1;. ' 
(:>i'".11'"' 

----- r.;";/,'6',.,:-,..-:=~Je,I 

smooth/rough 

case 

J rough only 
case 

Figure 3.5.1 Comparision of the two boundary layers 
needed for applying method 2 (see text). 



to get a fair comparison·, the boundary layer of the 
'rough only case' should be more or less in equilibriun 

with the wallat the point where the other boundary laJ'"er 
meets the jump in roughness. With the present thickness 

of the boundary layer at the jump this condition is not 

met (see figure 3.5.1). 

lo 

A variant on this method is the determination of the relaxation 
length with the help of figures like 3.4.4 and 3.4.6. When the 
peaks in the profiles have disappeared, according to some cri

terium, the relaxation process is considered to be finished. At 

a first glance the relaxation of the ~a-profile seems to take 

at least as much distance as the relaxation of the if-profile. 

No quantitative judgements were made from these figures. 

Some general remarks can be made: 
- The term relaxation length oan be confusing. The fi~_function 

suggests that the quantities of which a relaxation length 

is determined, are prescribed by an first order linear 

differential equation. This is not implied. The reason 

for using this concept is no other than trying to define 

an unambiguous procedure to determine a lengthscale, after 

which the flow has adapted itself to the new boundar-J 

conditions. 

- Interesting questions are: how are the relaxation lengths 

of the different quantities related? It is expected that. 

the velocity profile adapts itself much more quickly to 

the new roughness t£an the shearstress profile does. The 
inner parts of the boundary laJ'"er would adjust themselves 
even quicker. 

How are the relaxation lengths related to variables like 
the mean flow velocity and the height of the roughness? 
One can expect only a minor dependence, because a larger 

disturbance gives rise to a larger turbulence intensity, 
which accelerates the adaptation process. A kind of nega
tive feedback occurs presumably. 

- There are infinitely many quantities on which these pro
cedures can be applied, the most obvious being: cf, J

995
, 

~,i¢,H, G, U(.J.), 7:(/.), U and,; at a fixed height. 



Table 3.5.1 Results of measurements of reaaxation lengths 

according method 1 

variable I II III IV 
cf 28.7 ( 3. 8) 41.4 (5.6 ) 29.5 (6.0) 20.1 ( 2.7) 
cf,.. - 16 (2.2 ) 19 ( 3. 9) 18 ( 2.4) 
Uo/U: 48. 3 ( 6. 5) 59.2 (8.0 .) - -
u(.}) 11. 1 ( 1. 5) 41.4 (5.6 ) 21.5 (4.4) 12.3 ( 1. 7 ) 
cflog 7.7 ( 1. 1) 7 3. 2 (9.9 ) 31. 4 ( 6. 4) 7 4. 5 (10.1) 
"C ( .,f) - 63 (8.5 ) 38. 7 (7.9) 29.6 ( 4.0) 
H 12.3 ( 1. 6) 27.7 (3.8 ) - -
I with U00=5.5 m/s, dp/dx=0.4 Pa/m, rh=3.1 mm, J at jump= 
. 73.8 mm, points· between 0.01 and 2.53 m after the jump. 

IIwi th U
00

=5. 5 m/s, dp/dx=O. 4 Pa/m, rh=3. 1 mm J" at jump = 
73.8 mm, points between 0.15 and 3.81 m after the jump. 

IIIwi th U
00

=11 m/s, dp/dx=O. 4 Pa/m, rh=3. 1 mm, J at jump = 
48.9 mm, points between o.15 and 2.84 m after the jump. 

IVwi th u60=5. 5 m/s, dp/dx=O. 4 Pa/m, rh=6 mm, J' at jump = 
73.8 mm, points between 0.15 and 2.80 m after the jump. 

- All lengths mentioned in the table are in cm. Accuracy 
is about 5 to 10%. 

- All duta ara fitted to the curve: f(x) = a 1 .exp(-x/a2 )+~3+a4x 
So the relaxation length is a2• 

- Between brackets the value of a2/J"
0 

is printed.~ is the 
boundary layer thickness ~995 at the jump in roughness. 

- er is obtained graphically from the fit-function 
cf/cf -1 = (x/l)a. See also figure 3.5.2,in which this length is de

- Missi:g are those lengths where the standard procedure for termined. 

non linear least squares fit MINI QUAD (RC-doc 1P r.n could not 
find a solution. 
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3.6 The terms of the shearstress equation. 

Figures 3.6.1 - 4 give an impression of the magnitude of 

the different terms in the shearstress equaticn. 

Figure 3.6.1 shows thI productionterm !Uy. Figure 3.6.2 shows 
the dissipation term -c12/L, figure 3.6. 3 shows the advectionterm 

.1.. 
(Urx+Vry)/2a and figure 3.6.4 shows the diffusionterm '~ax(Gr)Y, 

which is obtained by difference. 

In an equilibrium boundary layer are production and dissipation 

the most important processes. Advection and diffusion are negli

gible. This agrees with the predictions of the model and is 

supported by measurements (Klebanov 1948). The shearstress equa-
1 

tion of the model reduces in this case to Uy= 2/L. 

Near or at the border betwe m the internal boundary layer and the 

normal layer diffusion and advection play a part. Curiously both 

term calcel each other almost. In the lower part of the internal 

boundary layer these two term are zero again. 

The production and dissipation in the internal .. layer 8.J.'e' lar"-' 

gar than in the undisturbed boundary layer above the sruooth 
plate. Both processes are seen to be significantly more intens 
in the interface between the internal layer and the normal layer. 
A more detailed inspection shows that the .maximum of the ::!ro-
duction occur~ nearer to the wall than the maximum of the 
dissipation. This compensates the small difference between ad
vection and diffusion. 

Comparision of these results with a measurement of Antonia 
& Luxton ( 1970 p 7 49) shows some difference. The.y found at x= £ 
a maximum of advectio.l];_ at the heih~t of y=O. 15 b. The maximum 

t -3 ~ ·yi>at -4 value is (o.U
0 

).(U ax + ry) = 16.10. The program predicts 
at x=2J a maximum at y=0.15 J with a value of 53.10- 4• This 

is much to large, especially considering the difference in 

x-position at which the comparision is made. 
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Chapter 4 The model with non equidistant points. 

4.1 Adapt~tion of the program. 

In contrast with the situation in the program BBC, in which 

the meshpoints are equidistant (yi = i.ystep ), it is possible 

to choos..e the distribution of the points in prograt:1 r.IODEL/PROCNEQ 

such that the highest density occurs near the wall: yi = 
.m 
1 .ystep. The parameter m can be chosen freely; with m=1 the 
meshpoint are equidistant and with m=2 the distribution is qua-
dratic· • The quadratic distribution is a good compromise 
between the neel to have a high resolution at the wall and the 

need to limit the computing time, which increases because of the 
necessarily smaller stepsize in the x-direction. 

The differences between the two programs are small, because the 
equations along the characteristics remain the same. The slope 

of the characteristics in the new coordinate system ( y = y-m, 

x = x) change with a factor~= m ym- 1• 

A further change is the removal of the recalculation loop 

of the lower 20% part of the boundary layer. With the increased 

density of meshpoints it becomes superfluous. 

When a neshpoint comes.below y+, :::.:.40. it ·is dropped; in the 

program BBC the number of points is reduced with 2/3 in that 
case. 

The• shift in height of the reference level (error in origin eo) 

after the jump is set to zero, because of the problem to get 
the right boundary conditions for the lowest points di~ectly 
behind the jump in roughness. In program BBC the introduction 
of these shiftsdidn't change the results significantly, so 
a neglect of this effect in MODEL/PROCNEQ is allowable. 
To minimize the calculations the place of the meshpoints 
is stored in an arr.:i.y; this caused trivial changes throu,_;h
out the enti~B program. The logarithmic interpolatioraof the 
velocity profile a.r.e re:placed by linear and quadratic ones. 
In comparing the results of the program, obtained with different 
values of m, one need to keep in mind that because of differences 
in height. of the first meshpoin ts, the boundary conditions fol

lowing from solving the wall problem are slightly changed. 

So differences in results do not only result fror:r the different 

discretisation errors. However the differences in results between 

the situation with m=1 and m=2 are minor and therefore the program 



is to be expected free of erro:r;s,See figure 4. 1. 1 and 4. 1. 2. 

Unfortunately all oscillation occurs afterthe jump in roughness 

in the case of m=2. This can be caused by the large gap be
tween the first meshpoints

0

and the wall, compared with the 
distance between the first and second point. Bracshaw (19Ej.) 

has already warned for such an effect. It indicates therefore 

again p:tmlems-'1l'i th the boundary conditions. 
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4.2 The behaviour of the lengthscale after the jump in roughness. 

As is shown in figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 the shape of the 

length scale curve L(y/i)/J doesn't change very much. Because 

of the small influence of a..riy change of the lengthscale on the 

shearstress and on the velocity one can conclude that the 

introduction of a separate lengthscale equation in this form 

does not improve the model. 
It is however possible to get an impression of the development 

of the lengthscale immediatly after the jump in roughness and 

near the wall. In an equilibrium boundariJ layer near the wall 

the relation L=k.y is valid,wi 'th k von Karman' s constant. Anto

nia & Luxton {1970) obtained evidence for a smaller value of 

k directly after a change from smooth to rough wall. 

To circumvent this limitation it was tried to ·obtain a value 

of k from the previous profile by knew= L(y 2)/y2 and insert 
knew in the calculations for the next profile. This leads to 
no sensible results, as could be expected, because of the lack 
of an explicit equation fork. 

The model indeed predicts such a change in k. After an initial 
" increase of the lengthscale, an area below f = t.l/ develops, in 

wnith the leng.thscale is clearly smaller than the equilibrium 
value of k.y (see fig 4.2.3 and 4). The dotted line connects 

the points were L=k.y • This line shows that between x=O and 

x=4.a a separate region exists, where L is clearly lower than 

its equilibrium value. The deviation of the first meshpoint 

is zero, because the boundariJ condition for L in the first 

meshpoint is explicitely L(y 1) = k.y 1• 

The maximum deviation occurs at x=4.I ~d there L/ky-1 = -0.15. 
Wood ( 1978), using the same model applied to an atlcoE:~heric 
boundary layer, obtains a maximum deviation of -0.18. It is 

not clear whether this is a real maximum or whether further 

downwind larger deviations occur. 
Both the program with the equidistant distribution of mesh

points (m=1) and the program whth the quadratic distribution 

(m=2) predict more or less the same behaviour. In the case of 

m=2 however some oseillations acuur. The period of those oscila

tions is the same as the oscillations in fig 4.1.2. 
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Chapter 5 .1 Some concluding remarks. 

1 The BFA-model is capable of a reason~ble prediction for the de

velopment of a turbulent boundary layer along a smooth plate and 

along a rough plate. When investigated in more detail, numerous 
small but significant diEcrepanci9s with the experimental results 
can be pointed out. 

2 In the region directly (say 1 b ) benin~ the change in roughness 
the boundary layer approximations become questionable and so the 
BFA-model breaks down in that region. Also the choice of the right 

boundary conditions is very difficult. The prediction of the displace-

ment thickness doesn't agree even qualitatively with the measure
ments. 

3 According the model the influence of a small favourable pressure 
gradient on the bound13.rylayer is rather large.A kind of se.tu.ra
tion effect occurs with higher pressuregradients. 

4 The addition of a iiissipation lengthscale-equation doesn't improve 
the model significantly.The results howev9~ behave more 

smoothly.At the jump of the roughness the lengt~scale doesn't chan

ge very much. 
5 The model predicts a gradual fading of the:interface between the 

internal boundary layer; the undisturbed boundary layer when 

this interface penetrates the outer parts of the bl.Therefore it 

is difficult. to define the distance from the roughnessjump to 

the crossing of the interface witF- the edge of tE bl (delta995 ) 

6 At the interface between the two l~Yers the turbulent diffusion 

and the advection are important in contrast with the sitiation 
in an undistubed boundarylayer. The produ·c tion of turbulent energy 

is taking place,according the model,above the dissipation of it. 

The intensity of these processes i~. much larger than ~s measured 

by Antonia and Luxton. 
7 The deviations of the lengthscale from its equilib~iumvalue k.y 

at the jump in roughness are of the same order of magnitude 
in this windtunnel simulation as the deviations in the simulation 

of an atmospheric boundary layer (Wood,_ '111) 



8 In improving the model we have the following options: 

-Using better boundary conditions. 

The present way to handle the wallproblem leads to oscilla

tions when the gap between the wall and the first meshpoint 

becomes larger than the vertical distance between the mesh
poin ts. Because no points below the turbulent core(y+= 40) 

are allowed the maximum number of profile points is restric
ted. 
What is needed besides the loglaw equation (2.2.3) and the 

alfa equation (2.2.2), is one really independent equation con

taining U(y 1), 'w and« to close the set of equations. 
Of course near the jump in roughness the other equations 
are of limited value, so any reasonable suggestion for this 
region would be welcome. 

-Using a better lengthscale equation. 

The present lengthscale equation does not add very much to the 

model. The incorrect behaviour of the velocity profiles after 

the jump could perhaps be cured with a different lengthscale 

equatioc. There is a problem of finding the right boundary 

condition for the lengthscale too. 

The strai~ht lines in .the velocity profile, when U is plotted 

against y 2 , seem to indicate the need for a lengthscale pro

file which is an ellips or a parabola near the wall. ( This 

follows from the 
1 

U = A+By 2 .) 

1 

assumptions: r = r +«.y , U =T2 /L(y) and w y 

JI 

-Modelling the neglected terms in the mean momentum and shear

stress equations (see appendix A.2). When this is carefully 
done the hyperbolic nature of the equations could be retained. 
These terms would allow a large wall shearstress without having 
a large boundary layer growth (see appendix A.6). 
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A.1 A compilation of drawings produced by the program BBC. 

In the following pages two set . of drawings produced by the 

program BBC (equidistant points) are shown. In the first set 
dp/dx was set to zero, in the second set it was set to .4 Pa/m. 
The mean stream velocity at x=1 m was 5.5 m/s. The wall changed 

from aerodynamic smooth .to rough with a roughness height of 3.1 mm. 

at x=3 m. 

The shearstress at x=1 m was: Cf= 35x1o-4• 

The drawings are included to give the reader the possibility 

to look for phenomena he is interested in for himself. 
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A.l The influence of ~x terms in the model equations. 

The complete turbulent energj equation is: (Hinze p 65) 

(A. Z. 1) J ,, t:1' .-; - -
- ,,-u~ L- + ...._) - ( - U · ) u. u · + ... ~. ' ~ : ~~· J ' J 

- ( .i)P,_· ,;J ~ ) iJ..!:!J' 
,, J"'v" + ~7'r: J~· 

With use of the same approximations used in the BFA-model, 
except the boundary layer approximation, this becomes: 

Suppose now: 

We have made now a turbulent stresseequation with a Ux-term 

added. 
The momen~~m equation for the x-direction is: 

(A.2.6) UUx+VUY =; -Px- j-;-J + ry = U0 U0 x- B2 i-x +ry 

With B:1 ;.;.::naller than B2 and both larger than zero. 
The charc:.eteristlc iirections are given by: 

(A. 2. 6) 

D=B2-4._o_c 

but: 

(A.2.7) 

Ady 2-Bdxdy +Cdx2=0 

"'' A= - +8,llz't:" 
~4 1/l ) 

3= t ~ 'f' tic;._ j -t(f3,- /31 r 
ti1«- t/ 1/z c) 

C= ·c+ //ti_t:t. + z;.._.. / 
should be positive for a hyperbolic set of eq~aiions, 

t_ ' ~ f t I 
D= U (~ f • ~ f} + ( 4+13z) r + 1. U ~ j r ( /J, - IJz ) + 

~ ''f f';} (r11, -~z)U - z./J1 4 t/ J 
This is not a priory positive, but with normal ratios 

between U, V and Tit will be. So it seems to be wa:thwhile 

/Of 



:;JdJ introduce those extra terms in the equations.. 
/ 

Realistic values for B1 and B
2 

seem to be (r../ooe:f & fin,,{teororA:H 1 ~ Ji) 
B1 =3.{ , B2 = s·.tl 



A.3 Interpolation of characteristics 

. Figure A.3.1 Interpolating the characteristics 

Definition of symbols used in the text. 

When we know the slope of the characteristics in the poicts 

103 

A and B (tanA and tanB)' we can estimate the position of point E, 
the intersection point between the line AB and the characteristic 

through point c. We can do this as follows: 
Suppose the characteristics are straight lines and 

length BE/length EA = length FC/length GC. 

Some algebra will show that, when tanA~O : 

Eq A. 3. 1 ~ -~ - XS tep • tan 
ystep-ystep- ystep+xstepA. ( tanB-tan A) 

When tanA>O we have to use point D instead of point B and the 

factor (tan3-tanA) is replaced by (tanA-tanD). 
When we have already an estimate for tanc, we can use the following 
form of stepwise inteeration: 
With (O,O) as coC5rdinates for point A we can r:iake an approximation 
of the slope of the characteristics in the area ACHB: 

Eq A.3.2 tan(x,y) x 
tanH+ 

xstep-x tan
3 = xstep xstep 

x 
tanG 

xstep-x 
tgnA xstep xstep 

Starting from point C we can now calculate in, 

a:~value for~ y. In pseudo ALGOL the algorithme 

ay:=O; 
for i:=O step 1 Wltil 9 do 

~Y==~y-tan(i ~ xtep/10, y)• xtep/10; 

y 
ystep + 

ystep-y 
ystep 

say, 10 steps 

becomes: 

This was the method used by Douwes (1980) and used throughout 
this report. 

.. . 



A more elegant way, and cheaper in computing time, is to 

consider the equations of the characteristics to be given as: 

Sq A.3.3 ~ = a+ b.y + c.x 

with a= tanA' b = (tanB-tanD)/(2.ystep) 
c = (tan0-tanA)/xstep 

When no estimate of tanc is known we simply choose c=O. 
This differential equation is easily solved: 

c bx c a Eq A.3.4 y =-bx+ C
0
.e - ( 1)i.+1)) 

The constant C
0 

has to be choosen such that this curve goes 
through point C=(xstep,O). This leads to 

( c a c) -b.xstep Eq A. 3. 5 C0 = b . xstep + b + b" • e 

andt:i.y = C0 -(%+%.t 

This method was implemented after the results of this report 

were obtaimed. No significant differences in results with the 

old method were recorded. 

/o4' 



A. 4 A different:: s13t of boundary,' equations ~ 

To be able to experiment more with different equations for 
the wall problem, a new procedure has been developed. (see 
next pages). This procedure solves a set of nonlinear equations 
by a gene~alized form of a secant method. For an explana-
tion of the method the reader is advised to study a book 

about numerical mathematics (like Veltkamp (1979) p 1.30). 
The method is not guaranteed to give a solution even when 
one exists. In other words the method is not globally conver
gent. The advantage of the method is that it uses very few 
function evaluations to obtain a solution in normal situati
ons ('smooth' equations). Compared with the old WALL-proce..:.. 

dure with a generalized Newton's method this· method is more 
flexible because the sometimes very tedious calculation of 

the d.irevatives of the equations is not necessary. 

In the version given here, the wall problem equations are 

( lt the log law, ( 2) the Von Karman equation and ( 3) an equation 

for alfa(=d"C /dx) at the wall. 
The results are not satisfactorily, presumably because through 

the Von Karman equation small errors in the outer layer influ
ence greatly the outcome of the boundary equations, so these 

errors show up amplified in ttthe boundary conditions, which 
leads to errors near the wall too. 
A new set of equations can be: 

-¥r 

( A. 4. 1 ) U 1 = ~ ( ln ( Z ) + i ~) 

r2 = rw + (ybk+6y)a . .,. 
tt• U 1 = U o U ox + ex 

,/z 
' r --r:.+av {)izn~.H fro-; d'f.:: I; ' '- - I.I I 

t/: - 1~..,. ti , ~ (< I 
u" z;:,, 

~ lk ,_""-/ ~1-f.o./,'o..,..s, 

r 2 is known before the wall problem is solved because of the 
hyperbolicity of the model equations. 
When these equations are used as boundary conditions a slight 
improvement is made. A very small step in the shearstress 
profile remains near the wall, but the difference between 
Cf and the Cf computed from the logari thrnic profile in an 

equilibrium layer is less than 57o. In Wood's versinn of the 
boundary equations this was 10%. 

1(75 

The general behaviour of the program is not changed. In parti
cular the excessive boundaI"J layer growth behind the jump remains. 



L HODEL/WALL 
tFILE <TNNTTU54>HODEL/WALL ON USER17 
12000 PROCEDURE WALL<Ocu,ocr,cu.cr.cv,BK,N,ALFArUDUDXrCKrREDOrAr 
12100 AA,XSTrYSTEP,RHrRCrKKrXrDISPLrUF>; 
12200 7. 
12300 7. VE[1J=LOGLAW,VE[2J=V KARH EQ ,vEr3J=ALFA EQ 
12400 % 
12500 
12600 
12610 
12700 
12800 
12900 
13000 
13100 
13200 
13300 
13400 
13410 
13420 
13430 
13500 
13600 
13700 
13800 
13900 
14000 
14100 7. 

INTEGER 
REAL 
BOOLEAN 
ARRAY 
BEGIN 

BKrN; 
ALFArUDUDXrCKrREDo,A,AArYSTEPrRHrDISPLrKKrXrXSTrUF; 
RC; 
OCUrOCTrCU1CT,CVC*J; 

PROCEDURE VECTORCOCTrOCUrCTrCUrXSTrZOrTHEO,DELOrYBKrDISPLr 
YSTEPrUDUDXrKKrUFrBKrNrVE>; 

ARRAY ocu,ocr,cr,cu,vEr*J; 
REAL XST,ZOrTHEOrDELOrYBKrYSTEPrUDUDXrKKrUFrDISPL; 
INTEGER BK' N; 
BEGIN 

REAL THETArDELSTrUSTER; 
USTER:=SGRT<CT[OJ>; 
ZO!=IF RC THEN RH*EXP<KK*CK-AA> ELSE EXPC-AA)/USTER/REDO; 
DETHCCUrUSTERrYSTEPrDISPLrDELSTrTHETArBKrNrAA>; 
VEC1J!=CUCBKJ-USTER/KK*LN<YBK/ZO>; 
UEC2J:=UF**2*<THETA-THEO>IXST+<DEL0/2+DELST/2+THEO+THETA>* 

UDUDX-COCTCOJ+CTCOJ)/2; 
UEC3J:=-UDUDX+.4*<CUCBKJ**2-0CUCBKl**2>1XST-ALFA; 

END VECTOR; 

14200 % SOLVE NOW THE 3 EQ 
14300 7. 
14400 
14500 
14600 
14602 
14610 
14700 
14800 
14900 
15000 
15100 
15200 
15300 
15400 
15500 
15600 
15610 
15700 L! 
15800 
15900 
16000 
16100 
1620'.) 

16210 
16300 
16400 
1.:>500 
16600 
16700 
1.:.soo 
1~E:10 
169>)C 
17000 
t 710 :) 
1720•J 
17300 

ARRAY FC0!20r1!6JrDX1rDXrVEC1t6JrAC1!3r1t3J; 
REAL ZOrYBKrTHEOrDELOrCArUSTERrEPSrDELNrTHNEW; 
INTEGER HrlrJ; 
LABEL L; 

USTER!=SQRTCOCTCOJ); 
zo:=IF RC THEN RH*EXP<KK*CK-AA> ELSE EXP<-AA)/USTER/REDOi 
YBKt=YSTEP*BK+DISPL; 
lil=O; 
DETH<OCUrUSTERrYSTEPrDISPL,DEL01THEOrBKrNrAA>; 
CUCBKJ:=F[0,4J:=OCUCBKJ; 
CT[OJ!=F[Or5J:=OCT[OJ; 
ALFAt=F[0,6J:=<OCTCBKJ-OCTCOJ>IYBK; 
VECTOR<OCT,QCUrCTrCU,XSTrZOrTHEOrDELOrYBKrDISPLr 

YSTEP,UDUDXrKKrUF,BKrNrVE>; 
FOR I!=1,2,3 DO FCOrIJ:=VECIJ; 
Mt=HU 
F[M14J:=CU[BKJ:=.95*CUCBKJ; 
FCMr5J!=CHOJ; 
F[M,6J:=ALFA; 
VECTOR<OCT10CUrCTrcu,xsr,zo,THEOrDELOrYBKrDISPLr 

YSTEP1UDUDX1KKrUF1BKrN,VEJ; 
FOR 1:=1,2,3 DO FClrIJ:=VECIJ; 
M!=Hlr 
FCM14J!=CUCBKJ; 
FCM15J:=CT(0Jt=.95*CT[OJ; 
FEM'6J:=ALFA; 
VECTOR(OCT10CU,CTrCUrXSTrZO,THEOrDELOrYBKrDISPLr 

YSTEP1UDUDX,KK,UF1BK1NrVE>; 
FOR It=11213 DO F[H1IJ!=VECIJ; 
M:=Hl i 
FCM14J!=CUCBKH 
FCM~5J!=CHOJ; 

F[M16Jt=ALFA:=.95*ALFA; 
VECTOR<OCT10CUrCT1CUrXST1ZOrTHEOrDELOrYBKrDISPLr 

YSTEP1UDUDXrKK,UFrBKrNrVE); 



17500 
1751C 
:7600 
17800 
17900 
18000 
18100 
18200 
18290 
18300 
18400 
18500 
18600 
18700 
18800 
18900 
19000 
19100 
19190 
19200 
19290 
19300 
19400 
19500 
19600 
19700 
19710 
19720 
19730 
19800 
19900 
20000 
20100 
20110 
20120 
20130 
20140 
20150 
20160 
20170 
20300 

• 

FOR I!=112r3 DO FCMrIJ!=VECIJ; 
EPS!=U 
WHILE EPS>@-5 AND M<19 DO 
BEGIN 

M!=HU 
FOR I!=lr2r3 DO 

FOR J!=l12r3 DO ACJrIJ:=FCH-5+IrJJ-FCH-4+IrJJ; 
FOR It=lr2r3 DO DX1CIJ:=FCH-1rIJ; 
IF NOT SOL<lr3rArDXlrCA> 
THEN BEGIN IF M<17 THEN GO TO L ELSE H:=21 END 
ELSE BEGIN 

FOR J:=lr2r3 DO 
BEGIN 

DXCJJ:=o; 
FOR I:=lr2r3 DO DXCJJ:=•+DX1CIJ*<FCH+I-5rJ+3J

FCM+I-4rJt3J); 
FCMrJ+3J:=FCH-lrJ+3J-DXCJJ; 

END; 
IF FCHr4J<=O OR FCHr4J>=UF THEN FCHr4J:=FCH-1r4J; 
CUCBKJ!=Fl:Mr4J; 
IF FCH1SJ<=O THEN FCHrSJ:=FCM-lrSJ; 
CHOJ; =FrM r SH 
ALFA:=FCHr6H 
VECTORCOCTrOCUrCTrCUrXSTrZOrTHEOrDELOrYBKrDISPLr 

YSTEPrUDUDXrKKrUFrBKrNrVE>; 
FOR It=lr2r3 DO FCHrIJ!=VECIJ; 
EPS:=o; 
FOR I:=1r2r3 DO IF FCHrI+3J NEQ 0 THEN 

EPSt=•+ABS<DXCIJ/FCHrI+3J); 
END; 

END; 
CVCBKJ:=-CUCBKJ*YBK*CCTCOJ/OCTCOJ-1>/XST/2; 
CTCBKJ:=CTCOJ+ALFA*YBK; 
IF H=21 THEN WRITECOUTr<•No SOLUTION'>>; 
IF CHBKJ<=O 
THEN BEGIN 

WRITECOUTr<'ALFA CORRECTED'>>; 
ALFA:=CCTCBKtlJ-CTCOJ)/CYBK+YSTEP>; 
CTCBKJ:=CTCOJtALFA*YBK; 

END; 
END WALL; 



A.5 Some remarks on the starting conditions of program BBC. 

When the velocity profile satisfies the loglaw there exists 
a relation between Cf and the velocity in the meshpoints: 
Suppose 

u A.~. 1 -,: 
-2 
t.,w 

and z
0 

is to be determines from the value of U in the first 
mes:i:J.point. 
Withy =n.ystep this leads to: n 

1 

A. 5. 2 U ( y,, ) = U ( Y• ) + ( i:S£ ) 2 ln ( n ) 
uo . uo 

In the progr~ with Cf=7.5x10-3 and k=.41 this becomes 

A.5.3 ~ = ~ + 1.494 ln(n) 
0 0 

The BFA-model is solvable for an equilibrium boundary 
layer near the ·wall. Supposing:· 

A.5,4 ry = 0, "t"x = O, 1 = ky, Ux = O, G = 0 and Vx = 0 

The equations become: 
z-3/2 

A.5.5a Z-Uy+ -icy- = 0 

A.5.5b 

A.S.5c 

Vy = 0 

vuy = uouox 

1 

~ u = u ( tcf ) 2 
ln (y / z 

0
) 

k 

In the program B~C this means at the rough wall: 
1:2 

A.S.6 U(yn) = rf!!- (ln(n.ystep/rh) +A - CK.k) 

With ystep=2.62 mm, rh=3.13 mm, A=2.1, k=.41 and CK=1.8 

this leads to U(y 1 )=2.888r~ or U(b~) = 2.042 ct . 

1 

o. 177 

2 

0.281 
3 
0.341 

4 
o. 384 

At n=4 the profile starts deviating from the logarithmic 
profile. 
With the help of the previous formulas we find for the alfa
equation of the wall problem: 

2 2 
A.5.7 O = 0.4(U1-u1,old)/xstep - U0 U0 x - a <==-> 

/08 



A.5. 7 
7-T 

()\ = 3. 336 w w, old - UoUox xstep 

In an equilibrium boundary layer this reduces to oe =-U U 
0 ox 

The third equation of the wall problem is: 

A. 5. 8 ~ ( d lJ~ ,~ 6'/,t,, r:-"' '"" ) r, - t;_ 61 + V 14 t:,,. u; ~ vr-z 6J - /7 ( Vlo;;:; -VU z;;; = 0 ,. 

. dy. -67G · ( f t'1 ·J! ( t.kl- I )-{tA r:,)/ IA, 
, 

When the integration along the characteristic is very 

short this equation is simplified to 
1 

A. S. 9 V2aT~. dy. ( - ~ +g) = O 
y L>.j'"' 

This is essentially the loglaw. In the program where the 

difference between u1 and u2bk is about 30%, the two equations 
are certainly not identical, but the difference is caused by 
the discretisation errors, so a solution of the wall problem 

cannot possibly lead to an accurate value of 't'w' ~1 and u1• 
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